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Submission: You are never going to set a feed in tariff that will please everybody we have gone from the ridiculous 60 cents
per Kw. To only 6 cents per Kw. 6 cents being a stupidly low ball offering from energy companies. So in the interest of fairness
IPART should determine a fair price that is appropriate.... If energy companies are selling solar power for 35 cents per Kw
then paying 25 cents would be a fair ask...... But maybe another consideration would be to offer solar feed in customers a
virtual solar bank ....whereby rather than storing the excess power on site by means of a solar battery or power wall ...which
may never be utilised but if it was stored “virtually” by the energy companies to the credit of the customer the customer could
use the banked power at another time.... use it on a rainy day perhaps.....pun intended. It could even be credited to another
customer for free or for a pre determined price ...for instance if a customers was paying the energy company 35 cents per Kw
and then offered power from a virtual solar bank then a deal could be made to offer the banked power at a rate of 25 cents. Or if
it was a charity or a community organisation the feedin customer may decide to donate an amount of banked power to a surf
club a church a hospital or even aged parents or relative that could use a break on high power prices.....so in effect it would not
be a feed in tariff paid by the energy companies but an exchange of power between customers sometimes in exchange for cash
but sometimes as a donation or helping hand. Sometimes we need to,think out of the box and not rely on energy companies to be
fair and transparent.

